
Presentation Aids with MS PowerPoint 

PowerPoint is used providing visual (and, sometimes, audio) support for 

an oral presentation.  That is, you can use PowerPoint to design visual 

aids and include audio aids for your presentation, and to present these 

aids when you make your presentation to its intended audience. 

You can start the program with a new “presentation” by clicking Start, 

All Programs, Microsoft Office 2013, PowerPoint 2013.  If you start with 

a Blank Presentation, you get a presentation with one slide and no data 

to start with. 

Terminology: 

 A PowerPoint data file is a presentation. 

 A presentation is composed of slides.  A slide is analogous to a 

page. 

 Slide elements may be text (typically entered in textboxes), 

graphics (of all the kinds familiar from our study of Word), sound 

elements, etc. 

When you start a new presentation, you may want to choose for it a 

“theme” from the Design tab. When you choose a theme, you are 

choosing background graphics and default font properties that typically 

are applied to all of your slides (although it is possible to apply different 

themes to different slides – this, however, is usually discouraged).  In 

choosing a theme, it is wise to keep in mind the principle of contrast – 

high contrast between foreground and background elements tends to 

make slides easier to read. 

Note that you may wish to print your slides – it is a common practice to 

print slides to distribute copies to audience members.  Your printed 



slides probably will not look exactly like your slides appear on screen.  

Backgrounds often are not printed; if you’re not using a color printer, 

expect your foregrounds to print in shades of gray.  So, if you use, say, 

white text on a dark background, it might look good on the screen but, 

depending on the communications between your computer and your 

printer, if backgrounds aren’t printed then your hardcopies could have 

white text on white paper – impossible to read.  My conclusion:  the 

cautious, safe way to choose a theme is with dark text on light 

backgrounds. 

Note it’s recommended that you use font sizes of at least 24 for all text 

elements; perhaps larger if you’re presenting in a very large auditorium.  

The idea is that the furthest audience member from your projection 

screen should be able to read your slides. 

You can use the New Slide button of the Home tab to insert a new slide 

to follow the current slide in your presentation. 

Note the view buttons that appear at the bottom of the PowerPoint 

window. 



 

 

 

 

The Normal view is normally used for editing slides.  In this view, you 

can navigate among slides by scrolling, via Page Up and Page Down 

keys, or by clicking on the “thumbnail” view at the left of the window 

for the slide you wish to edit. 

The Slide Sorter view allows you to see multiple slides simultaneously.  

In this view, you can sort slides – i.e., reorder them – via drag-and-drop 

operations.  You could delete an unwanted slide in this view by clicking 

on the slide and then striking Del. 

The Slide Show view is usually used when you make your presentation 

to an audience.  In this view, you can advance through your slides and 
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slide elements by using any of a left-click, the space bar, or the right-

arrow key; you can go backwards via Backspace or the left-arrow key.  

Exit this view via the Esc key. 

When you present a very detailed slide like the one shown below to an 

audience, 

 

if all the data becomes visible at once, the audience will read ahead.  

Thus, if the speaker has, say, a minute of speaking about the first topic, 

then he/she will rapidly lose the audience’ attention. PowerPoint offers 

the solution of “animation” that lets you, as the presenter, control 

when a slide element appears.  Any slide element can be animated so 

that it will only appear at a signal from the presenter.  Elements that 

are not animated appear when the slide first appears. 

Suppose you animate all slide elements for a given slide. Then the slide 

will appear initially blank.  Your audience may regard this as an 



annoying waste of time.  The first item(s) you want visible – e.g., slide 

titles - generally should not be animated. 

On the Animations tab, you can select a slide element and select for it 

an entrance effect. How you choose an entrance effect should depend 

somewhat on the nature of your presentation and the nature of your 

audience.  Some effects are humorous; some are fast; some are slow 

and should be avoided if you think your audience would be annoyed at 

the waste of time. 

Suppose you have a textbox animated so that all of its “paragraphs” 

appear at once, and you prefer that they be animated to appear one at 

a time.  If you click the Animation Pane button, the animation task pane 

appears, as shown below. 

 

In the task pane, select the textbox (here, animated item 4) and click 

the drop-down arrow adjacent to the item in the task pane.  From the 



resulting menu, select Effect Options, and from the resulting dialogbox, 

select the Text Animation tab, as shown below. 

 

From the listbox labeled Group text, choose from the menu By 1st Level 

Paragraphs.  As a result, the “paragraphs” of the textbox can appear 

one by one, rather than altogether. 

Suppose you have multiple items you wish to animate so that they 

appear simultaneously.  This can be arranged as follows: 

 First, make the items consecutive in the order of animation.  This 

can be done by selecting an item in the Animation Pane and using 

the up-arrow or down-arrow button to change the item’s position 

in the order of animation. You may find that using one of the 

arrow buttons causes a too-large jump of the item in the order of 

animation.  If so, this is because a group of animated items is 

shown in the Animation Pane as an unexpanded group; click on its 
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double-arrow to expand the group so that an arrow button can 

jump over just one item at a time in this group. 

 For all except the first item of the consecutive items you want to 

appear simultaneously, in the Animation Pane, select the item, 

click its adjacent drop-down arrow, and from the resulting menu 

select Start With Previous. 

You can also copy Excel data (both cells and charts) into slides. 

Some discussion of good and bad PowerPoint practices: 

 Contrast between foreground and background elements is very 

important to the ease of reading your slides. 

 Use of graphics:  use enough to make your slides visually 

interesting, but not so many that your slides are cluttered. 

 Use of text:  Don’t use text as a script that you’ll read to your 

audience. 

o You may undermine your audience’ confidence in your 

expertise by giving the impression that you can’t speak 

freely and comfortably about your topic, if you merely read 

to the audience. 

o You will miss the opportunity to make eye contact, which is 

a useful way of connecting with audience members and 

“selling” your presentation. 

o Most of us, when reading aloud, let our voices drone 

monotonously.  This is a good way to bore your audience 

and lose their attention. 

o Your audience may feel insulted, along the lines of “you 

don’t have to read it to me – I can read it myself!” 



Instead, use your text elements to outline the presentation and as 

notes to yourself on each next item of discussion.  As the speaker, 

you’re the expert in the room on your topic, so, in theory, you 

should have the confidence of that expertise so that you can 

speak freely without relying on a script to read from. 

 Proofread, proofread, proofread.  Errors in spelling or grammar 

will seem to leap off the screen at audience members who notice 

them. This, in turn, may undermine confidence in your 

competence and that of the organization you represent. 

 Don’t forget the standard practices of good public speaking, 

including practicing your presentation in advance, making sure as 

you practice that you can satisfy any time constraints on your 

presentation; using strong, clear voice; making sure you can 

pronounce all words (especially names) correctly; making 

frequent eye contact with audience members; etc. 


